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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 
 
TIED PUBS (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 
SUBMISSION FROM              Burts Bar 
 
Tied Pubs (Scotland) Bill – A Threat to Scottish Pubs 
 
I run Burts Bar in Buckhaven, in partnership with Hawthorn Leisure, and I’m 

writing to express my concerns about the Tied Pubs (Scotland) Bill, which 

poses a direct threat to my business and to Scottish pubs more widely.  

 
As you know this has been an extremely challenging time for pubs in Scotland. 
The support I have received from Hawthorn Leisure has helped me to navigate 
an incredibly difficult situation, and ensured my business has been able to 
survive lockdown.  
 
This bill is being promoted as something which will save pubs but if approved by 

MSPs, it will do the opposite.  

Like many others, I lease my pub premises and benefit from the "beer tie" 
arrangement which accompanies my lease. Under this arrangement, I'm able to 
access capital investment which is vital to ensure my pub can keep pace with 
changing customer tastes and requirements. Without this investment, or 
another source of money, countless licensees simply would not be able to run a 
pub in Scotland.  
 
My business partner and I had spent many years working at the venue before 

taking on Burts Bar in January. I have 38 years’ experience working in pubs, so 

we were well-placed to run it. But just two months after taking it on, Covid-19 

struck. However, support and advice from my Hawthorn Leisure Business 

Development Manager (BDM), meant we were able to secure a £10,000 local 

authority grant, some of which we’ve used to refurbish the bar. 

My BDM has kept us up-to-date with everything that’s had to be done, including 

the destruction of beer, while having only had to make one rent payment has 

certainly helped us. Hawthorn Leisure has also paid for the toilets to be 

improved, and once that work’s completed we’re set to reopen next Friday (17 

July). We’ve received PPE and other materials from them, too, so we’re able to 

reopen safely. And we plan to recognise the work of a local nurse, who caught 

the virus, with a local hero award. 

The Tied Pubs (Scotland) Bill proposes measures which would destroy my 
business model, and remove any incentive for pub companies or pub-owning 
breweries to invest in their premises at a time when investment is needed more 
than ever to help the industry recover from the impact of Covid-19.  
 
This cannot be allowed to happen.  
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Pubs need help to survive and thrive, and there are many ways in which 
politicians can assist our sector positively. 
 
This bill is not one of them though, and I hope you will vote decisively to defeat 
it in the Scottish Parliament. 
 
Helen Robertson 
Burts Bar, Buckhaven 


